










of a plant and be able to identify it, but also to know what a               

good form looks like, taking plantsmanship up a level. After a           

walk around the garden, Elizabeth and I headed inside where          

she told me her experiences of nursery-ownership and        

propagating. 

Elizabeth’s garden is packed with spring bulbs. 

 

Elizabeth Strangman 

An interview by Sophie Cook 

 

Elizabeth Strangman is a distinguished plantsperson who is best         

known for her ground-breaking work on breeding Helleborus ,        

having travelled extensively to look for wild forms to study. She           

ran the renowned Washfield nursery until from 1968 until 1999,          

during the heyday of independent nurseries, at which she and          

her plant selections were at the centre. I interviewed her to hear            

her advice and experience on running a nursery and selecting          

garden-worthy plants. 

 

The first time I visited Elizabeth Strangman’s garden was in late           

February 2020. Islands of Helleborus in a sea of Galanthus ,          

Narcissus , Cardamine and Crocus flowered with such loud        

volume, of the kind you can only ever experience at the onset            

of spring. Today, the bright swathes had given way to finer           

details of woodland treasures – Trillium rivale, Erythronium        

hendersonii and E. dens-canis , and a healthy dose of         

Pulmonaria varieties. “Look at this Pulmonaria ‘Blue Ensign’,        

what a good form. Most plants you find of this are           

mícropropagated, and micropropagated plants usually don’t      

turn out as well as traditionally propagated plants.”  

This particular plant had the clearest rich blue flowers I had           

ever seen on a Pulmonaria , with clean, neat plain leaves. With           

Elizabeth, you realise it is not enough to merely know the name            
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“There is no rule that says you should do things the same way             

as everybody else, it depends on the facilities you have. Success           

is down to how you work it. As a nurseryman don’t be tempted             

to give a second-rate plant a name in order to make your list             

more interesting, you will get a bad name. You must trial new            

plants before you propagate and sell them. Having Trial Beds is           

very important.  

“When you have a Stock Bed (or Motherbed as they call it on             

the Continent), plant three of each species so each year one           

plant can be used for propagation material to increase your          

numbers. 

“People say it’s ok to lose a lot of plants as a grower, but you               

should hardly ever lose a plant. It might be ok when you work             

as a grower as part of a larger establishment, but as a small             

independent grower it matters. When it comes to cuttings, only          

do a fraction more than you need as you shouldn’t be losing            

lots of cuttings. It’s easy to over propagate, any idiot can over            

propagate. You want to know how many plants you need and           

write it down because by next year you will have forgotten. 

“Cuttings must be taken from healthy stock. The aim is to get            

an even batch of plants. Pinch them out as you pot them up,             

this is very important, so that they save their energy for           

rooting. If you strike your cuttings into a tray, then there isn’t            

the time pressure to pot them on as soon as they’ve rooted –             

they will have space to root. Don’t be tempted to get them out             

before they have rooted well. 

“Heat benches aren’t everything. They’re useful to get you         

through the winter. But double frames are just as good for the            

rest of the year. Cleanliness is next to godliness. Pick off any            

dead leaves that drop from your cuttings. 

 

“With seed sowing, some seeds do better when you have an           

even space between them, for example Paeonia. Again, this         

means you can leave them for a bit longer before pricking them            

out because they won’t be set back as much as if they were             

crammed in. It’s better to sow into two pots than to sow the             

same amount into one pot. Again, know your plant! And          

making mistakes is good as long as you learn from them. 

 

 

A selection of Helleborus that Elizabeth grows and which she 

gave to me during my visit.  
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“There’s no substitute for good knowledge of plants. This          

knowledge helps you to understand when and how each plant          

should be divided. Whether you do the divisions early or late           

also depends on your facilities; the plants should be divided,          

potted up and then put under glass, or in a polytunnel, for a             

week or so. If you don’t have cold frame, a layer of horticultural             

fleece will also work, something to keep the humidity up. It           

takes about a week of this treatment so that the foliage doesn’t            

wilt.” 

 

As someone who is fairly new to working in a retail nursery, I             

wanted to ask Elizabeth how she anticipated what plants         

people will want to buy in the following season, and thus what            

needed to be propagated in the current season. “In terms of           

anticipating fashion and which plants will be in demand, you          

begin to develop a sixth sense for what will be popular if you             

listen to people in the know. It’s like the fashion industry; they            

all go towards the same thing. People will write about a plant in             

the newspaper and they don’t tell you they’ve written about it,           

so everyone wants it but you won’t have enough. There’s          

nothing you can do about that, it’s so frustrating! You’ve got           

the nursery, trust your own eye. You can’t sell plants you don’t            

like. Become passionate about the plants you grow and be          

proud of them. It could be a plant that isn’t widely available            

anymore, not new, but a good form. I visited Helen Dillon in            

Ireland, she had a super form of a double Anemone blanda , and            

Libertia ixioides and many other good forms of interesting         

plants. It’s important to look for good forms. Helen told me I            

picked out the same form of Libertia as Christopher Lloyd!  

 

 

Elizabeth is one of the most talented plantspeople of her          

generation. She has decades of experience in growing and         

selecting plants, paired with a fiery enthusiasm for good         

plantsmanship. This article is just a fragment of her extensive          

plant knowledge, for which I am grateful to Elizabeth for          

allowing me to share with readers of the Young Propagators          

Society. Elizabeth and Graham Rice published a book ‘The         

Gardener’s Guide to Growing Hellebores’ which pools together        

their decades of knowledge on breeding and growing        

Helleborus . It was a conversation with Elizabeth on this subject          

that I will leave you with, which I think shows her unwavering            

passion and love of plants; 

 

“People say you should plant hellebores on a bank so you can            

look directly into their centres. I don’t agree. Banks drain too           

well to suit hellebores, besides the moment of turning their          

flower upwards and seeing what lies in their centre – that is the             

magic.” 
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